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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the lessons regarding the construction and use

of large Cranfield-style test collections learned from the TREC 2021

Deep Learning track. The corpus used in the 2021 edition of the

track was much bigger than the corpus used previously and it

contains many more relevant documents. The process used to select

documents to judge that had been used in earlier years of the track

failed to produce a reliable collection because most topics have

too many relevant documents. Judgment budgets were exceeded

before an adequate sample of the relevant set could be found, so

there are likely many unknown relevant documents in the unjudged

portion of the corpus. As a result, the collection is not reusable,

and furthermore, recall-based measures are unreliable even for

the retrieval systems that were used to build the collection. Yet,

early-precision measures cannot distinguish among system results

because the maximum score is easily obtained for many topics. And

since the existing tools for appraising the quality of test collections

depend on systems’ scores, they also fail when there are too many

relevant documents. Collection builders will need new strategies

and tools for building reliable test collections for continued use of

the Cranfield paradigm on ever-larger corpora. Ensuring that the

definition of ‘relevant’ truly reflects the desired systems’ rankings

is a provisional strategy for continued collection building.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Relevance assessment; Test collec-
tions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) project has a long-standing

goal of building general-purpose, reusable information retrieval
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test collections to support research in the field. By general-purpose
we mean that the collection captures an abstraction of diverse user

tasks (as encoded in the evaluationmeasures supported); by reusable
we mean that evaluation scores induced by the collection are unbi-

ased even for systems that did not participate in the construction

of the collection. And since the collection-building process must

be implemented in the real world, the building process is subject

to a budget, which we measure in the number of human relevance

judgments required.

The ad hoc collections built in the early years of TREC are ex-

amples of the type of Cranfield-style collections we wish to build.

Those collections were built using pooling [16] to deep ranks over

many diverse runs (retrieval results)—in other words, they are high-

quality collections but they were expensive to build. Since then,

document corpus size has continued to grow, and because the effec-

tiveness of pooling depends in part on corpus size [2], building test

collections using sufficiently deep pools is no longer feasible. There

has been wide-ranging research on how to appropriately evaluate

retrieval systems on large document corpora since pooling alone

ceased to be viable. These approaches generally required forfeiting

one of the other desirable attributes such as sampling in support of

specific evaluation measures (as in inferred measures [21] or the

TREC Legal track [17]), which sacrifices generality, or restricting

comparisons to a known set of retrieval systems (such as in Minimal

Test Collection processing [4]), which sacrifices reusability.

Another line of research has focused on keeping the generality

and reusability attributes of the test collections while controlling

the budget by forming judgment sets through dynamic sampling of

runs [6, 7, 11–13]. In dynamic sampling, the selection of which doc-

ument to judge next is made after the current document is judged;

which document is selected depends on the ranks at which rele-

vant documents were retrieved across the set of submitted runs.

The test collections built in each year of the TREC Common Core

(2017–2018) and Deep Learning (2019–2021) tracks were built using

dynamic judging [8, 19]. The quality of the resulting collections

was satisfactory until the TREC 2021 Deep Learning track where

a similar process and budget as earlier years resulted in a clearly

inferior collection. This paper provides a postmortem of why the

building process failed and the implications for future test collec-

tions. Simply put, the document corpus for the TREC 2021 track

was significantly larger than in previous years and this resulted

in too many relevant documents. The large number of relevant

documents not only prevented an unbiased sample of the relevant

set from being obtained in the allotted budget, making estimates

of recall-based measures such as Mean Average Precision (MAP)

unreliable, but also saturated high-precision measures, rendering

them unable to discriminate among systems.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3477495.3531728
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Increasing the judgment budget to obtain a reliable collection

may work in the short term for the TREC Deep Learning track,

though we estimate we would need at least several times the budget

as was available in 2021 and the assumption of a constantly growing

budget is as untenable now as it was for pooling. More judgment

budget also does not address the problem of high-precision satu-

ration (which is caused by too many known relevant documents);

it only makes deeper measures more reliable. Defining ‘relevant’

to be more representative of desired system outcomes is a solution

to the score saturation problem, provided the definition continues

to evolve with corpus size. Unfortunately, more stringent defini-

tions of relevance do not ameliorate the reusability concerns unless

search systems can reliably retrieve the new target documents at

high ranks.

2 THE 2021 DEEP LEARNING TRACK
The TREC Deep Learning track studies information retrieval in

a large training data regime [8]. The track uses the MS MARCO

data set
1
that contains relevance judgments for hundreds of thou-

sands of queries (generally a single positive judgment per query).

MS MARCO contains two separate corpora, one containing web

documents and the other containing passages extracted from web

documents, and the track has two corresponding ad hoc retrieval

tasks: Document Ranking and Passage Ranking.
2
Both tasks use

the same test set of several hundred queries.

The Deep Learning track has run for three years so far and is

designed to build a Cranfield-style test collection over the data by

generating more comprehensive relevance judgments (called qrels)
for a smaller number of queries. The overall strategy to obtain rele-

vance judgments was the same in each year, and was similar to the

strategy used to produce judgments for the earlier Common Core

TREC track [19]. Once the participant runs were submitted, track

organizers down-sampled the test set of queries by using the sparse

MS MARCO judgments to eliminate queries that had a median

Reciprocal Rank (RR) score of either 1.0 or 0.0. Queries randomly

selected from the remainder of the test set entered the judgment

process. For each query, TREC assessors first judged depth-10 pools

created from all submissions and then started a dynamic judgment

protocol that ended when 1) the fraction of judged documents that

were relevant (called the relevant density) was small enough, 2)

when the number of relevant documents found was so large the

query was abandoned, or 3) when the total judgment budget was

exhausted. The final evaluation set of queries was that set of queries

whose relevant density was small enough and that had at least a

minimum number (most often, three) of relevant documents. Each

query that started the process was judged for both Documents and

Passages by the same assessor, but otherwise the Documents and

Passages judgment process was separate. The collections built for

the Document Ranking task and Passage Ranking task could thus

have different numbers of topics in the final evaluation set and

must be treated as independent test collections.

The main difference of the 2021 track from earlier years was the

introduction of new versions of the corpora (MSMARCO v2), which

1
https://microsoft.github.io/msmarco/

2
For convenience, this paper will use ‘document’ as a generic unit of retrieval except

when the distinction between the tasks is important.

were significantly larger than the earlier version. The 2021 Doc-

uments corpus contains just under 12M documents—3.7 times as

large as the version 1 Documents corpus—and the Passages corpus

contains just over 138M passages—15.6 times as large as the version

1 corpus. The track received 66 submissions to the Document Rank-

ing task and 63 submissions to the Passage Ranking task. These

run counts include a set of Baseline runs submitted to facilitate

comparisons among traditional and neural retrieval methods. The

remainder of this section provides the details of the judging pro-

cess for the 2021 track and demonstrates the score saturation for

high-precision measures that resulted.

2.1 TREC 2021 Qrels
The dynamic assessing protocol used for the 2021 track was a series

of Continuous Active Learning
®
(CAL) [5] iterations. For each topic,

the CAL process was given all of the judgments that had been

made up to that point and it then ranked the remainder of the

collection by likelihood of relevance. The top 𝑋 documents from

that ranking were given to the assessor to judge next, where 𝑋

varied based on the number of known relevant documents and

on practical concerns like giving assessors a reasonable increment

each day; most frequently, 𝑋 was 20 or 25. Assessors continued

to judge a topic if the relevant density was more than one half; if

fewer than 150 documents had been judged for it so far; if the topic

had not yet had any documents suggested by CAL judged (i.e., each

topic had at least one CAL iteration performed); or if more than

20% (10% in early iterations) of the documents in the most recent

previous iteration had been judged relevant. Once a topic exited

the process, it was not restarted.

The Document Ranking task used a four-point judgment scale

of Not Relevant (0), Relevant (1), Highly Relevant (2), and

Perfect (3). Since the aim of the Passage Ranking task was to have

systems retrieve succinct answers to the question implied by the

query, the Passage Ranking task used a different four-point scale:

Not Relevant (0), Related (1),Highly Relevant (2), and Perfect

(3). All variants of “Relevant” were treated as relevant by CAL and

the evaluation measures that use binary relevance. Since “related”

means that the passage was on-topic but didn’t actually answer

the question, it was treated as not relevant for the Passage Ranking
task. For variants of the NDCG measure, the gain values used are

the scale values (i.e., 0–3) for both tasks.

Continuous Active Learning is most frequently used in a work-

flow in which the remainder of the collection is reranked after

each individual judgment is made. However, TREC assessors work

asynchronously, and balancing the workload across assessors and

appropriately allocating the overall judgment budget to individ-

ual topics is logistically challenging when using a fully interactive

version of CAL. We introduced batch sizes of 20 or so documents

between CAL iterations in 2021 as a compromise between logistical

necessity and theoretical best performance of CAL.

Judging on a topic stopped if all of the previously mentioned

conditions were met or when the overall judgment budget was

exhausted. Most topics, especially in the Document Ranking task,

continued until the budget was exhausted, resulting in a large

number of topics for which the relevant density remained greater

than one half. The relevant density is a frequently used heuristic for

https://microsoft.github.io/msmarco/


Document Ranking task Passage Ranking task

Figure 1: Relevant density for topics in the evaluation set for the Document Ranking task collection (left) and the Passage
Ranking task collection (right).

deciding whether a topic is likely to have more relevant documents

remaining in the as-yet-unjudged set [19]. Most of the topics in the

high-quality TREC ad hoc collections have densities less than one

third, and topics with densities greater than one half are almost

certain to have more relevant.
3
In previous years we dropped topics

with densities greater than one half from the evaluation set, but

could not do that this year because it would leave too few topics in

the evaluation set.

Figure 1 plots the relevant density against the number of judged

documents for each CAL iteration for both the Document Ranking

(left) and Passage Ranking (right) tasks. Each line in a plot connects

the density at the conclusion of a round of judging for a single topic.

The first (left-most) point on a line is the density for documents in

the depth-10 pool. Each subsequent point, except the last point, is

the density after an additional CAL iteration. The last point is the

density after a post-TREC round of judging took place as discussed

in Section 4. The Passage Ranking task hadmore stringent relevance

criteria and consequently had fewer relevant passages overall and

fewer topics with densities greater than one half. For the Document

Ranking task, 40 of the 57 topics had relevant densities greater than

one half at the end of track judging.

Since documents are judged by decreasing likelihood of being

relevant (either by the runs as represented by the depth-10 pools or

explicitly by CAL), the expected trajectory of the relevant density is

to decrease as more documents are judged. Cormack and Grossman

make use of this trajectory to define the “knee” method for deter-

mining when to stop searching in a high-recall retrieval task [6].

The knee is a region of the line where the rate of finding new rel-

evant documents begins leveling off after decreasing sharply. As

3
The TREC-COVID collection is an exception to this heuristic. Voorhees and Roberts

[20] attributed the quality of the collection despite the fact that some topics have high

relevant densities to the fact that nearly one percent of the entire corpus was judged

per topic in that test collection.

Table 1: Judgment counts per task.

Document Passage

Ranking Ranking

# topics judged 57 57

# topics in eval set (qrels) 57 53

min judgments per topic 75 80

max judgments per topic 620 339

mean judgments for qrels 229.1 204.3

total judgments in qrels 13,058 10,828

total judgments made 13,058 11,556

shown in Figure 1, there is little evidence of a knee for most topics,

and in fact both the Document Ranking and Passage Ranking tasks

have topics for which the density increases as more judgments are

made. This is strong evidence that many more relevant documents

remain in the unjudged portion of the corpus.

With little alternative, we retained all topics that were judged in

the evaluation set for the Document Ranking task collection. For

the Passage Ranking collection, four of the 57 topics had fewer than

five relevant passages, so they were dropped from the evaluation.

Table 1 gives statistics for the number of documents judged for each

task. We will refer to the qrels created from this set of judgments as

the track judgments. The test collections can be downloaded from

the TREC web site at https://trec.nist.gov/data/deep2021.html.

2.2 Score Saturation
Very incomplete judgments not only cause test collections to be not

reusable, but also affect the scores of participants’ runs for recall-

based measures. In particular, it is unlikely that Mean Average

Precision (MAP) values computed for track submissions are very

https://trec.nist.gov/data/deep2021.html


accurate. Accordingly, we focus on Precision at ten documents

retrieved (P@10) and normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at

ten document retrieved (NDCG@10) as evaluation measures for

track runs since we judged top-10 pools.
4

Unfortunately, we encounter another problem when using high-

precision evaluation measures. As demonstrated by Hawking and

Robertson, precision scores generally increase as the size of the

document corpus grows [9]. With the size of the new corpus for

the TREC 2021 Deep Learning track, many systems are now good

enough to retrieve ten relevant documents in the top ten ranks,

maxing out P@10 scores, for many topics. This makes the collection

unable to reliably detect differences among systems.

Figure 2 shows a box-and-whisker plot of the distribution of

scores for both P@10 and NDCG@10 over the 66 submissions to

the Document Ranking task for each topic. Each box-and-whisker

element represents one topic and plots the distribution of scores

obtained by the systems for that topic. The box shows the range

between the first and third quartiles of the scores, the whiskers

extend to 1.5 of that range above and below the box, and any data

that fall outside of that are plotted as circles. The median score is

shown as the heavy black bar within the box. For P@10, 24 of the

topics have a median score of 1.0, the maximum. The distributions

of scores are more discriminative for NDCG@10, though scores are

still relatively high and two topics have median scores of 1.0.

3 REUSABILITY
As described in the previous section, the relevant densities of many

of the topics suggest that there are relevant documents remaining

in the unjudged part of the corpora. Unknown relevant documents

would not be a significant impediment to fair comparisons of system

effectiveness if the known set were a random sample of the full set

of relevant documents, but it is highly unlikely that the known set

is a random sample since it is the relevant set that participating

systems found most easily. This section therefore examines the

reusability of the collections and confirms that the collections are

indeed less reusable than desired.

Test collection reusability is generally gauged by the leave-out-
uniques (LOU) test [2, 22]. The LOU test uses modified qrels for each

of the individual teams that participated in the construction of the

full collection to simulate the outcome of the building process had

the target team not participated. The collection is deemed reusable

if the evaluation scores of runs by the full and modified qrels are

comparable, since the runs of the target team can be considered

novel runs with respect to the modified qrels. For collections built

through pooling, the qrels are modified by removing any relevant

document that was retrieved within the pool depth only by the tar-

get team. These uniquely retrieved relevant documents (hence the

name of the test) would not have been judged had the target team

not participated. The assumption is that if some participating team

had sufficiently many unique relevant documents to affect scores,

than other non-participants probably also have unique relevants

which are truly unknown since they did not participate. Whether

scores are “comparable” is generally measured using Kendall’s 𝜏

4
NDCG scores depend on the ideal ranking and thus the entire relevant set, but relative

NDCG@𝑘 scores for runs completely judged to depth 𝑘 are stable. All measures

reported in the paper were computed using the trec-eval package.

P@10

NDCG10

Figure 2: Distribution of scores over 66 submissions to the
Document Ranking task for P@10 (top) and NDCG@10 (bot-
tom) for the 57 topics in the evaluation set. Topics are sorted
by decreasing relevant density.

correlations between rankings of systems ordered by mean score.

Since 𝜏 values computed over rankings of many items can be large

even when individual items have sizable differences in rank, the

maximum change in ranks in the 𝜏 computation is a complementary

measure of similarity [19].

The concept of uniquely retrieved relevant document is not de-

fined for collections built through CAL since CAL can select a

document to be judged independent of the ranks at which the doc-

ument was retrieved by the runs. We can nevertheless use a variant

of the LOU test by creating the qrels that would have resulted from

a particular team not participating in the process by invoking CAL

on different initial judgment sets. To keep the process manageable,

we performed only a single round of CAL for each starting judg-

ment set. Since the track qrels were created from multiple rounds

of CAL, we first created a baseline qrels for each topic by submitting

the entire top-10 pool to CAL and selecting the next 𝑋 documents

from its ranked output where 𝑋 is the difference between the num-

ber of documents judged in the track qrels and the pool size. (That

is, we used the same number of documents that were judged in

the track qrels for each topic.) We’ll call this qrels the LOU-full

qrels. Note that CAL returned some documents that had not been



encountered in the track judging. We obtained additional human

judgments after the track qrels were released (see Section 4), so all

of the LOU qrels contain exactly the same number of judgments as

the track qrels.

To perform the LOU test, for each team we created the top-

10 pools from all runs except those of the target team as in the

traditional LOU test, and then performed a single round of CAL

with the reduced-pool set of judgments as the initial judgment set.

Once again we selected the top 𝑋 documents from the CAL list

to fill out the qrels. If the target team did not have any unique

relevant documents for a topic, the reduced-pool qrels for that topic

is precisely the LOU-full qrels. A team was defined as a TREC

participant, except that the four institutions that submitted both

baseline and test runs were treated as two teams each (one for

baseline runs and one for test runs). With that definition of team,

each task received submissions from 19 teams, though it was a

slightly different set of teams per task.

Figure 3 plots the difference in evaluation scores per run where

the score using the LOU-full qrels is plotted on the 𝑥-axis and the

score using a reduced-pool qrels is plotted on the 𝑦-axis. A reduced-

pool qrels is the qrels formed by omitting one team’s uniquely

retrieved relevant documents from the initial pool. An individual

graph plots a point for each run evaluated by each reduced-pool

qrels except that no point is plotted if a run’s scores using the LOU-

full qrels and reduced-pool qrels were identical. Two points with

the same marker represent runs evaluated using the same reduced-

pool qrels. Plots on the top show the results for the Document

Ranking task and on the bottom for the Passage Ranking task; plots

on the left use P@10 as the evaluation measure and plots on the

right use NDCG@10.

All of the points in Figure 3 are below the equal-score line, mean-

ing that starting with a reduced depth-10 pool always caused scores

to degrade. This outcome must be true for P@10 scores since all

of the documents in the top ten ranks were judged for all runs in

the LOU-full qrels; relevant documents in those ranks could be

lost by starting with reduced pools but none could be gained. The

vast majority of points for P@10 for the Document Ranking task

are tightly clustered close to 1.0 while the points in the remaining

graphs are more dispersed and further from 1.0. Thus the figure

also illustrates the compressed range of mean P@10 scores for the

Document Ranking task compared to the range of mean NDCG@10

scores and compared to the Passage Ranking task scores.

A large majority of the runs rank in the same order regardless of

which qrels is used (recall that only non-identical points are plotted

in the figure), and this is reflected in the Kendall’s 𝜏 correlations

between system rankings in the LOU test where the 𝜏 is computed

between the ranking of systems induced by the LOU-full qrels

on the one hand and the reduced-pool qrels formed by omitting a

team’s uniquely retrieved relevant documents from the initial pool

on the other. All of the 𝜏 ’s are greater than 0.9 for each reduced

qrels, each task, and for each of P@10 and NDCG@10. But while

the rankings are stable on average, some individual runs are greatly

affected by the reduced qrels. Call the maximum change in rank for

a run in the reduced-pool qrels’ ranking compared to the LOU-full

ranking a “drop”. Nine of the nineteen reduced qrels cause drops

greater than ten for the Document Ranking task when using P@10;

for the Document Ranking task and NDCG@10, four reduced qrels

cause drops greater than ten. The corresponding counts for the

Passage Ranking task are one for P@10 and five for NDCG@10.

The largest observed drop is 29 for the Document Ranking task and

P@10 (the blue ‘x’ furthest from the equal-score line in the top left

plot of Figure 3). Since there were 66 submissions to the task, this

means that run compared differently to more than 40% of the other

runs when its team’s uniquely retrieved relevant documents were

or were not considered relevant.

Given the negative impact of removing a team’s uniquely re-

trieved relevant documents from the qrels on individual runs, we

infer from the LOU test results that the collections are not generally

reusable. Collections that are not reusable can still be useful for sys-

tem development, but care must be taken to account for unjudged

documents during system comparisons.

4 ADDITIONAL JUDGMENTS
NIST was able to procure a second round of judgments for the

TREC 2021 Deep Learning track collections to support exploration

of collection effects such as the LOU test described above. The orig-

inal track assessing ended in September 2021 and the second round

began in December 2021. Five of the six assessors who made judg-

ments in the first round were able to return for the second round

and they each judged the same set of topics they had originally

judged. The sixth assessor was unavailable and was replaced by a

different experienced TREC assessor for the second round. Each of

the Round 2 assessors had access to the judgments made for a topic

in the previous round so they could (re-)familiarize themselves

with the topic. They were asked to make the Round 2 judgments

as consistent with the track judgments as they could. New judg-

ments were obtained for all of the topics that were judged in the

initial round of judging for both tasks, except that no additional

judgments were made for the four topics dropped from the Passage

Ranking task’s track qrels.

CAL was not used in the second round of judging. For each topic,

the assessor judged the set consisting of the documents needed to

obtain complete judgments for the LOU test described above plus

the documents needed to complete top-10 pools over runs restricted

to a subset of the collection as described in Section 6 below. A

document was never judged more than once for the same topic. In

total, we obtained an additional 9255 judgments for the Document

Ranking task collection and an additional 10,132 judgments for the

Passage Ranking task collection. We call the union of the track

qrels and these Round 2 judgments the union qrels. The rightmost

point for each topic in Figure 1 is the relevant density in the final

union qrels. The density in the union qrels is never greater than

the density in the track qrels and is considerably smaller for many

topics. Nonetheless, for the Document Ranking task collection, half

of the topics still have relevant densities greater than one half even

after increasing the overall number of judgments by about 70%.

5 RELIABILITY
The LOU test simulates the reliability of comparisons between runs

that participated in the construction of a collection and those that

did not. Another way of assessing the quality of a test collection

is to measure the stability of decisions regarding the relative ef-

fectiveness of arbitrary run pairs [3]. In the version of this test



Figure 3: Change in systems’ mean scores when evaluated with and without uniquely retrieved relevant documents. The
Document Ranking task results are shown in the top plots and the Passage Ranking task results in the bottom plots; plots on
the left side show P@10 results and plots on the right side show NDCG@10 results. Each point represents a run evaluated
using the LOU-full qrels and a reduced-pool qrels that had a team’s uniquely retrieved relevant documents removed from the
initial depth-10 pools. Within a plot, points with the same marker are from the same reduced-pool qrels.

used here, we first created two independent subsets of topics of

size 𝑆 by drawing topics uniformly at random with replacement.

We computed the mean evaluation score over the topics in each

subset for all runs and compared all run pairs on both subsets. We

defined a swap as an instance where a pair of runs evaluated in

different orders on the two subsets, and computed the fraction of

comparisons that were swaps binned by the size of the difference

in scores. We drew 5000 pairs of subsets for each topic set size and

looked at topic set sizes between five and the total number of topics

in increments of five (so 𝑆 ∈ {5, 10, . . . , 55, 57} for the Document

Ranking task collection). There were 21 bins of score differences

ranging from differences of less than 0.01 for bin 0 to differences

≥ 0.2 for bin 20 in increments of 0.01.

In previous uses of the stability test, smaller numbers of swaps

implied greater stability and higher quality. Smaller topic set sizes

are less stable than larger topic set sizes, and comparisons between

runs with smaller differences in scores are less stable than larger

score differences. When plotting swap rate against set size for



MAP NDCG@10 P@10

Figure 4: Swap rates of different same-sized subsets of topics as measured on the track and union qrels for the Document
Ranking task collection. Scores computed using the track qrels are plotted using circles and black lines while scores computed
using the union qrels are plotted using triangles and red lines. A line connects the swap rates for a single bin, with different
bins having different marker colors.

differences within a single bin, the curve generally starts high

and decreases to an asymptote, with bins representing smaller

differences in scores between run pairs having larger swap rates

for a given set size. Figure 4 shows plots of swap rates for the

Document Ranking task collection for three different measures,

MAP (left), NDCG@10 (center), P@10 (right). In the figure, scores

computed using the track qrels are plotted using circles and black

lines while scores computed using the union qrels are plotted using

triangles and red lines. A line connects the swap rates for a single

bin, with different bins having different colors of markers; only

every other bin is plotted to increase the clarity of the plots. Plots

for the Passage Ranking task are very similar to the Document

Ranking task plots and are not shown.

Intuitively, a test collection with significantly more relevance

judgments is a higher quality collection and we would expect to

see the higher quality reflected in the stability test. Thus, the Docu-

ment Ranking task’s union qrels, which contains 22,313 judgments

compared to the 13,058 judgments in the track qrels, should be

the more stable collection. The MAP stability results (Figure 4 left)

exhibit the expected behavior with a consistently smaller swap

rate for the union qrels compared to the track qrels for each

bin. The NDCG@10 and P@10 results, however, are unexpected in

that there is little difference between the two collections and thus

the collections appear to be of equivalent quality. Both of these

measures depend on the top-10 documents in each run for each

topic, and these documents are all judged in both qrels. Further,

the scores for individual topics are so high, especially for P@10,

that drawing different topics is unlikely to affect mean scores for

different subsets because the different topics all have close to the

same score.
5

It is not only the stability test that ascribes equal quality to the

two collections. Kendall’s 𝜏 correlations between rankings produced

by the track and union qrels for track submissions also cannot

5
The inverted curve for bin 0 in the P@10 plot (Figure 4, right) is caused by small

sample size issues since there are very few comparisons that have less than a 0.01

difference in mean P@10 scores for small topic set sizes.

detect a difference between the collections for the high precision

measures. For the Document Ranking task collection, the 𝜏 values

are 1.0 for P@10, 0.9897 for NDCG@10, and 0.8959with amaximum

change in rank of 18 for MAP. The corresponding values for the

Passage Ranking task are 1.0 for P@10, 0.9969 for NDCG@10, and

0.9477 with a maximum change in rank of 8 for MAP.

6 RANKS OF RELEVANT DOCUMENTS
The results of the LOU and stability tests confirm that the majority

of topics in the Document Ranking task collection likely have many

more relevant documents than are identified in the track qrels. In

this section we mine deeper ranks of the original runs looking for

additional relevant documents.

To explore deeper ranks of the submitted runs in a budget-

friendly way, we created two random subsets of the document

corpus by first creating a random shuffling of the entire corpus

and then using only the first third or only the first ninth of that

ordering as the corpus. We restricted each of the submitted runs

to just those documents in the corresponding corpus subset and

created top-10 pools from the restricted runs.
6
Any document in

these pools that was not judged during the track assessment period

was judged in the Round 2 assessing.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the relevant documents in the

union qrels. For each relevant document in the qrels, we found the

minimum rank across all runs at which the document was retrieved.

If no run retrieved it in the top 100 ranks (the maximum size of

a submission) then it must have been contributed to the qrels by

CAL and it was counted as “Not Retrieved” (NR). The figure gives

a heat map of the number of relevant documents whose minimum

rank is the given rank for each topic, where each item on the 𝑥-axis

is a topic and the rank is plotted on the 𝑦-axis. The heat map uses

a white-filled circle for one document, a light gray circle for 2–5

documents, a somewhat darker gray circle for 6–10 documents, a

6
Since TREC 2021 track submissions could contain at most 100 documents per topic,

some runs did not have as many as 10 documents for some topics in the restricted

runs.



Document Ranking Task Passage Ranking Task

Figure 5: Heat map of the number of relevant documents in the union qrels for which the given rank was the minimum rank
across the track submissions where it was retrieved. The darker the circle the more documents had that rank as a minimum,
with ranges of 1 document (white-filled circle), 2–5, 6–10, 11–30, 31–50, and more than 50 documents (black circle). Relevant
documents encountered through CAL that were not retrieved by any run are plotted as ‘NR’. The Document Ranking task
collection is shown on the left and the Passage Ranking task collection on the right.

medium gray for 11–30, a dark gray for 31–50, and a black circle

for more than 50 documents.

The figure shows that many topics in the Document Ranking

task have minimum ranks of relevant documents throughout all 100

ranks, meaning depth-100 pools would be required to capture all of

these documents if only traditional pooling were used. Depth-100

pools for the Document Ranking task would require a total of 50,590

judgments (or 2.3 times as many judgments as in the union qrels

and 3.8 times as many as were originally made for the track) and

would still not capture the NR relevant documents. But it is not only

pooling that is untenable when relevant documents are throughout

the rankings. Dynamic methods such as bandit algorithms that rely

on system rankings process the rankings from the top down and

will continue to encounter relevant documents as they delve the

rankings’ depths. Indeed, bandit algorithms have been shown to

be unfair to runs that participate in the collection building process

precisely in the case when the judgment budget is small compared

to the number of relevant documents [19].

7 DISCUSSION
The TREC 2021 Deep Learning track used significantly larger cor-

pora than had been used in previous years, resulting in large num-

bers of relevant documents. The size of the relevant set caused two

subsequent problems: the inability to construct an adequate sample

of the relevant set for fair comparisons using recall-based measures,

and the saturation of high precision measures that prevent them

from being able to discriminate among runs.

7.1 Sampling the Relevant Set
The inability to construct an adequate sample of the relevant set

has been faced before when pooling was found to no longer be

viable because of a size dependency [2]. Among the suggestions

for how to proceed then were to form pools differently (which led

to the adoption of dynamic methods), to engineer the topic set

such that topics would not have large relevant sets (which has been

done to varying degrees in all TREC collections including the early

ad hoc collections), and to engineer the judgment sets by which the

authors meant to down-sample an existing judgment set to a fair

set (though they left how to do that as an open problem).

These suggestions are still options, but each requires more re-

search to be actionable. Current dynamic judging techniques are

already finding relevant documents efficiently, but there are too

many relevant documents. Constructing a fair sample of relevant

documents when the true set is unknown remains an open problem.

Selecting only those topics whose relevant density is low enough

for the evaluation set and iterating until there are sufficient topics

(the intended process in 2021) is expensive. Once a topic has been

abandoned, all of its judgments are wasted in that they will not

contribute to a test collection but still count against the budget. It

is also hard to know when to make the decision to abandon a topic.



As the relevant density trajectories in Figure 1 show, some densi-

ties increase as more judgments are made, so a topic that appears

acceptable early in the judgment process may not be.

For the Document Ranking task, 17/57 topics had relevant densi-

ties less than one half at the end of the track judging. If we assume

the relevant distribution is the same for the rest of the topics in

the test set and use the end of track judging as the decision point,

then we could get a traditional evaluation set size of 51 topics for

39,174 judgments—three times the track qrels budget. Since the

17 topics with densities less than a half account for only 26% of the

judgments in the track qrels, 74% of the 39,174 budget (or 29,139

judgments) would be wasted. Further, the resulting test collection

would be highly skewed toward small topics. Retrieval effective-

ness as measured on the collection would not be representative of

effectiveness of the entire test set.

7.2 Score Saturation
The saturation of high-precision measures is also not completely

new. For example, P@5 was used as an official evaluation measure

in TREC-COVID until it saturated in the later rounds.
7
The solution

for saturation previously was just to use different, deeper measures,

but that is only acceptable if the deeper measures are reliable and

are an appropriate measure for the task. P@10 provides a good

view of the searcher’s experience. Thus a possible response to the

“problem” that search systems are good enough to retrieve ten

relevant documents in the top ten ranks on large collections is to

declare success as search has been solved!

However, few researchers really believe that search engines are

as good as they should be or can be, which argues that the effective-

ness of retrieval systems with respect to large collections requires a

more nuanced definition of ‘relevance’. This, too, is not a new idea.

NDCG was introduced largely in reaction to the number of relevant

documents in the large-for-the-time web test collections [10, 18]

and Sormunen [15] warned of the ‘liberal’ definition of relevance

used in TREC. Much more recently, Arabzadeh et al. [1] advocated

for a stricter definition of relevant within the context of the sparse

MS MARCO judgments. For the 2021 Deep Learning track, the Pas-

sage Ranking task used a more stringent definition of ‘relevant’,

and thus had fewer relevant documents and correspondingly fewer

problems with score saturation than the Document Ranking task.

If the problem is too many relevant documents, then schemes

that reduce the number of relevant documents should provide a

solution. But an arbitrary definition of relevance is not a panacea

for collection building. First, for test collections to be good tools

the definition of relevant needs to reflect what users in the real use

case actually want to have returned. The Passage Ranking task’s

more stringent definition of relevance arose organically in that

‘related’ passages that don’t answer the question really aren’t what

is desired. Second, all of the collection-building processes rely on

the ability of systems to rank the target documents highly.

We still would have had incomplete qrels for the TREC 2021

Document Ranking task even if we had restricted ‘relevant’ to in-

clude only the most highly relevant documents. Figure 6 shows the

minimum ranks at which relevant documents were retrieved for the

Document Ranking task, similar to Figure 5, but this time the color

7
https://ir.nist.gov/trec-covid/round5.html

Figure 6: Minimum rank at which a relevant document was
retrieved across Document Ranking task submissions color-
coded by the relevance grade. White-filled circles represent
Relevant documents, gray circles represent Highly Relevant
documents and black circles represent Perfect documents.
Relevant documents encountered through CAL that were not
retrieved by any run are plotted as ‘NR’.

coding indicates the relevance grade of documents retrieved at that

rank. White-filled circles represent Relevant (grade 1) documents,

gray circles represent Highly Relevant (grade 2) documents and

black circles represent Perfect (grade 3) documents. Higher grades

were plotted later and are thus the visible grade when multiple

documents of different grades have the same minimum rank. Rele-

vant documents encountered through CAL that were not retrieved

by any run are plotted as ‘NR’. Highly relevant and, to a lesser

degree Perfect documents are distributed throughout the ranks,

including documents not retrieved in the top 100 ranks by any

submission.

We also evaluated the 2021 Document Ranking task submissions

using the union qrels and only grades two and three as relevant.

One topic has no documents with those grades, so averages are

over 56 topics. The box-and-whiskers plot for P@10 is shown in

Figure 7. The distributions of scores is much better, though seven

https://ir.nist.gov/trec-covid/round5.html


Figure 7: Distribution of scores over 66 submissions to the
Document Ranking task for P@10 using only relevance
grades two and three and the union qrels for the 56 topics
with relevant documents. Topics are sorted as in Figure 2.

topics do still have median scores of 1.0. Consistent with the earlier

work on evaluation by highly relevant documents [18], the ranking

of systems when evaluated using P@10 for all relevance grades

or top grades only are quite different. Using the union qrels, the

Kendall’s 𝜏 correlation between the two rankings is just 0.7796with

a maximum change in ranks of 26. This confirms that changing the

definition of ‘relevant’ does change the user task represented by

the collection (while still not necessarily reducing the number of

relevant documents to manageable levels).

These results suggest that score saturation is currently better ad-

dressed by using deeper measures than by using arbitrarily narrow

definitions of relevance. Varying the persistence parameter in the

Rank-Biased Precision (RBP) family of measures [14] controls the

effective depth used to compute the score while also signaling any

effects from incomplete judgments. This makes RBP preferable to

P@10 when the latter is saturated.

8 CONCLUSION
Finding a small number of relevant documents is easier for search

systems as corpus size increases [9]. The Deep Learning track re-

sults suggest a wide range of search systems are now capable of

consistently retrieving ten relevant documents as the first ten doc-

uments for a wide range of queries in corpora as large as the

MS MARCO version 2 corpora. Distinguishing among retrieval

system behavior thus requires different metrics or a more focused

definition of relevance (or some combination).

Using arbitrarily narrow definitions of relevance does not solve

the problem of building affordable, reusable test collections for

massive corpora. Relevance grades in test collections need to re-

flect the desirability of documents in the actual search task for

the collections to be useful tools, and all of the known collection-

building techniques rely on systems being able to rank relevant

documents higher than non-relevant documents. Thus relevance

must be defined by the use case and not the collection building

scheme. Happily, if the actual search task really is just to find a

few relevant-as-currently-defined documents, then systems with

saturated scores are both capable and equivalent, and no additional

test collections are needed.

Using measures that evaluate to deeper ranks while accom-

modating (many) unjudged documents provides another way for-

ward. While some such measures already exist, new metrics will

be needed because the number of unjudged documents likely to

be encountered in the system rankings will cause current metrics’

error bounds to be too large to be discriminative. Future collection

builders will thus need to find a balance between an affordable

judgment budget and acceptable measure sensitivity.
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